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DIGITIZING THE ARCHIVE OF STUDENT SERVICES OF
THE FACULTY OF MATHEMATICS
Abstract. The project of “Digitizing the Archive of Student Services of the Faculty of Mathematics” was
initiated in 2004 with the aim of converting the old archive materials to electronic form with the ability to search
and print data. In the middle of 2016 there was no significant progress in the work, and the main reason was the
lack of human resources. The plan is to reactivate and complete the project, and connect it with the existing
information system of student services, StudInfo. This paper presents a brief overview of the content of the
archive and describes the necessary steps for the digitizing of archive documentation, storing and organizing
documents in the appropriate database that can be searched according to relevant criteria.
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Introduction
Тhe Archive of Student Services of the Faculty of Mathematics preserves documented data in
various forms, such as data in paper and electronic form, photos, and more. The Faculty is
required to maintain complete documentation for students in student dossiers from the time of
enrollment through to graduation. Given that the Faculty of Mathematics in the past enrolled
on average four hundred students per year, the archive material is quite extensive. Student
dossiers include variety of documents such as personal data, information on grades and
courses certificates, test applications, degrees, certificates or awards, diplomas, payment
receipts, etc. Within the archive there are also the registers of births, decisions regarding the
student appeals and various other documents.
One part of the paper documentation has been damaged due to inadequate storage
conditions. In order to prevent further damage, certain precautions should be taken so as to
provide adequate facilities for its preservation. Today, this only applies to the one part of the
student dosiers. The main reason is the fact that the documentation was recently physically
moved to another Faculty’s location, and dossiers have not yet been fully distributed and
classified by the appropriate academic year, and, withing the same year, alphabetically. All
paper documentation should be organized in a similar way (Figure 1).
Archival paper documentation still needs to be formally available for the issuance of various
types of certificates or copies of documents on demand. Therefore, its proper storage and
maintenance is necessary. But handling of voluminous paper documentation is not simple,
and thus can be a problem. Issuing copies of documents on one's request is a process that can
take some time. First, it is necessary to search the archives in order to find a particular
physical dossier. Without key information such as exact academic year, the search process
could be a time consuming task. Then, additional time would be needed to make the required
copies. Every time a dossier is handled, there is a risk of the physical material being damaged
or misplaced. The main disadvantages of this approach are large storage costs, the complex
administrative procedures and inefficiency.
Electronic form of data storage, therefore, appears as a necessary procedure. This
includes scanning and digitizing of student dossiers, as well as the registers of births and plans
and programs of academic studies. Since the paper documentation is in various degrees of
preservation and quality, scanning and digitizing would preserve it (in the present condition)
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and enable its usability in the future. The need for automated student dossiers is significant.
The student dossiers (for all students regardless of the year of enrollment) should be
accessible, and at the same time secured, allowing access to the dossier, while protecting
highly confidential student information. Digitizing of physical dossiers improves the
organization of documents and data, managing and handling of data and their search. This
aproach enables effective strategy for saving space, increasing access, reducing retrieval time,
or creating copies. The documentation thus becomes available in digital form and access to
the requested information is provided, as well as the ability to send data on one’s request.

Figure 1: The organized part of the student dossiers from the Archive of Student Services

1. The Archive of Student Services
The percentage of paper documentation increases with time going back into the past. For
students enrolled before 1990 a very small part of the documentation exists in electronic form.
After 1990, complete documentation was still kept in paper form, while part of the
documentation that related to exams (test lists with grades obtained in exams) was kept in
electronic form. In the past ten years, the largest part of the documents has been kept in
electronic form. Paper form is retained for documents that, amongst others, include the
certificates and diplomas from secondary schools and excerpts from birth registries. The
Archive of Student Services preserves student dossiers since 1920. Different names of the
Faculty can be seen on them: from its founding in 1873 until 1947 it was the Faculty of
Philosophy (Department of Mathematics and Natural Science), from 1947 to 1995, the
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, and since 1995 until today, the Faculty of
Mathematics. Depending on the year of enrollment, student dossiers contained documents of
different types, shapes and formats (Figure 2). The document with the same purpose had a
different look and content in different periods of time. Format and quality of paper were also
different. Thus, from the time of the Faculty of Philosophy we can find a variety of
documents in the student dossiers: enrollment paper (Figure 3) and the appropriate
application form, application forms for the semester admissions (Figure 4), applications for
graduate exams (Figure 5) and following graduation exams records, application for taking
special exams and the accompanying records, different certificates, testimony on the passing
of examinations (matriculation examination as a precondition for admission to the Faculty)
(Figure 6), birth certificate, student appeals (hand-written in ink or typewritten), survey
sheets, student writing assignments from written examinations (Figure 5), etc. At the time of
the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, a student card (Figure 7) was in use.
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Semester sheets had several different formats, as well as various certificates and payment
receipts. Applications for examinations had a modified form in comparison to the previous
period (Figure 8), while the application form had a similar shape as today's application form.

Figure 2: Examples of student dossiers

Figure 3: Enrollment paper or student’s transcript (index) (1945, Faculty of Philosophy)
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Figure 4: Semester application form (1946, Faculty of Philosophy)

Figure 5: Application for graduate exam and student writing assignment (1947, Faculty of Philosophy)

Figure 6: Testimony on the passing of examination for admission to the Faculty of Philosophy (1922)
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2. Digitizing the Archive of Student Services
The project of “Digitizing the Archive of Student Services of the Faculty of Mathematics”
was initiated in 2004. A small part (2% -3%) of the material is digitized so far. There were
several interruptions and extensions in the work. The cause of these breaks is not only the
hardware or the software itself, but also partially the lack of human resources. The plan is to
reactivate and complete the project, and connect it with the existing information system,
StudInfo [1], which curently uses the Student Services of the Faculty of Mathematics.
The aim of digitizing the archive of student services is:
• to convert the documentation into electronic form and, if possible, to perform some
further processing of the obtained material
• to preserve the material in the appropriate database with the ability to search and
print data
Prior to the introduction of materials into the database, it is necessary to adequately carry out
its processing and organization of the results. The process could include the following steps:
• scanning the entire material from the dossiers (certificates, enrollment papers,
semester papers, exam applications, personal photos of students, etc.) and from the
registers of births,
• scanning the overall plans and programs of academic studies,
• storing the scanned documents,
• processing the scanned documents and converting into text format (if possible);
storing the resulting material,
• obtaining data (metadata) from these resulting material in text format (such as basic
student information: name, surname, study group, department, enrollment year, the
index number, and all other available information about students from the scanned
documentation, then information on plans and programs of academic studies, etc).

Figure 7: Student card (1966, Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics)
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Figure 8: Exam application (1955, Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics)

2.1. Scanning and storing of materials. The scanning of the entire material would first
involve appropriate technical preparation of documents prior to scanning, which may include
physical correction of documents and technical preparation after scanning (returning to
archival state). Special attention should be paid to scan sensitive and/or damaged documents
(eg. documents from period 1920-1947). Scanned documents can be saved as a digital image
with compression (eg. in TIFF or JPEG format) or as documents in PDF format, which also
provides high-quality compressed content presentation.
More advanced option that could be considered is to recognize text in scanned
documents or, in other words, converting scanned documents into text format documents with
the possibility of editing content. It can be realized by using automated OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) processing. Software tool for OCR (such as ABBYY FineReader [2],
currently one of the most widely used software of that kind) has the ability of converting
scanned paper documents, digital images of texts, and image-only PDF documents into
searchable PDF or other document text format. This enables text editing of documents and
eliminates the need for retyping. Given that a large percentage of documents contains
handwritten text in Cyrillic (usually in cursive), the percentage of recognized text may vary.
Although software tools for OCR have support for different languages (ABBYY FineReader
supports up to 190 languages), after text recognition, it would be necessary to manually make
corrections of errors or to amend the text that is not recognized.
The end result of this phase of processing the scanned material should be text format
documents that contain data extracted from the resulting documents of the OCR processing,
and which should be generated automatically. These data should include everything relevant
information that exists in the documentation and should be subsequently entered into the
database.
Before entering data into the database, all scanned documentation from a single
dossier should be organized and saved in one folder. In order to enable automatic data entry
into the database, it would be necessary to additionally prescribe or standardize the ways of
naming scanned documents and any supporting documents in text format, folders where
scanned documentation will be preserved and documents with metadata. It would also be
important to standardize the format of content of metadata files, ie. to define which basic data
can be considered as relevant metadata. After scanning and storing all available data, it is
necessary to carry out the verification of the authenticity of the material.
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It can be roughly estimated that, depending on the volume of the documentation, the
scan should not take longer than 30 minutes per student dossier, ie. that one person can scan
an average of 20 dossiers per day (for eight hours of working time). This would mean that the
scanning could be completed in approximately five man-years. The overall processing time
could be significantly reduced by working in parallel on several scanners or by purchasing
better equipment and hiring a larger number of staff. Moreover, this kind of work
optimization is necessary, as it would need much more time for processing the scanned
material, entering metadata and final verification of stored documents.
This procedure can significantly reduce storage costs and improve retrieval efficiency by
enabling searching capabilities that are not possible in a paper form.
3. Database implementation
In order to have the full benefits of digital search and indexing capabilities, files need to be
well organized. The scanned, adequately processed, verified and organized data should be
stored in the appropriate database. Entering data into the database should be an automated
procedure, and should be taken by the software application. Creating a database is a key part
of the project and should be carefully implemented. If all the previous steps of data
preparation were systematically implemented, this should not be a problem.
In addition to the basic information about students, the database should contain all
other relevant information from the scanned documents, such as data from semester sheets
and verifications of semesters, data from the exam applications, etc. The database should also
include scanned PDF documents (or images) which can be later be available and obtained
from the database on one’s request, for the purpose of visual verification. Scanned personal
photos of students should also be introduced into the database. These data can be used to
bring the scanned material under a similar interface that is currently used on the StudInfo
system. In this way, it becomes possible to perform searches based on the data from the
scanned documents withing the database.
The database structure and layout of the software application screen for viewing and
searching database content must be strictly defined in the project, in cooperation with the
relevant Faculty’s structures, for the purpose of proper and responsible realization of the
project. The data structure of the new database should be compatible with the structure of data
in the current information system StudInfo.
3.1. Information retrieval. Information retrieval from the database implies that the graphical
user interface of appropriate software application that communicates with the database
provides relevant information based on the input of basic data about the student (name,
surname, study group, enrollment year, the index number, etc.) in the text format as the search
criteria. Compatibility of the database with the data of the current information system
StudInfo will allow easily information retrieval, with corrections or extensions of software
related to the specifics of the material from the previous period.
The StudInfo system has the possibility to display relevant information about the
courses, proffesors, and to retrieve information about the students, such as lists of enrolled
and passed exams (Figure 10) and lists of enrolled modules and scheduling per groups within
the semesters (Figure 11), by entering names and surnames of the students or the number of
indexes (Figure 9). Extensions of the StudInfo system that could be considered may include
review of the test applications, review of the enrolled and verified semesters and more.
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Figure 9: The screen for searching data about the student

Figure 10: Search results for the student: the list of enrolled and passed exams

Figure 11: Search results for the student: the list of enrolled modules and scheduling per groups within
the semester

3.2. Pairing of appropriate plans and programs. For each student dossier it would be
necessary to check whether the data on registered and passed exams correspond to the
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prescribed plan and program for the corresponding academic year, ie. to carry out their
pairing. The procedure will be considerably simplified if it is done after inserting data into the
database. For that reason, information about the plans and programs for different academic
years should also be part of the database. Lists with the names of the proffesors who were
teaching certain courses in different academic years could be also important. Since in earlier
periods there were special courses outside of the regular plan and program, which could not
replace the mandatory courses but which students were able to attend, these should be taken
into account during the pairing process.
Complete procedure of pairing of plans and programs would allow later use of
material for various aspects of the searches from the database.
It can be roughly estimated that it would take about two more man-years for writing the
programs, verifications, pairing of plans and programs, making corrections and extensions,
adjusting the interface and more.
4. Conclusion
The present state of the Archive of Student Services of the Faculty of Mathematics is not
satisfactory and cannot meet the requirements. Digitization is shown as a necessary procedure
that should be done carefully. It requires an investment in time and money. It should be very
important to carefully consider the costs and benefits of such a project before proceeding
further.
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